E-TENDER

SOFTWARE SOLUTION FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

+

Control Plus sends tender data
quickly and uniformly to the market,
prompting feedback and providing
early warnings of response trends.
+C
 ommunicate faster and more
consistently with your suppliers
+R
 educe the timescales and costs
associated with running tenders
+B
 uild traceability and compliance
into your tender process

E-TENDER SOFTWARE SOLUTION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Control Plus lets you take control of e-tendering by simplifying the
entire process. The system centralises all supplier and tender data
and introduces automated communications to give you control and
to prompt suppliers into action at key tender stages.

Take Control

+ Tailored software for tenders within the construction sector

Control Plus simplifies the e-tendering
process for reduced timescales.

Control Plus delivers instant cost
savings to the organisation.

Timescale
+

The centralised online format simplifies the
process of communicating even complex tenders
to a large number of suppliers simultaneously.

+

It enables you to get to market faster with
your tenders and receive early warning of low
response rates.

+
+

Control Plus creates its own audit trail
to enhance and facilitate compliance.

Cost

Compliance

+

Online distribution of tender data eliminates
the cost of print, discs and expensive
postage at every stage of your process.

+

Retains a complete transaction report
detailing the data and communications
passed between you and the suppliers.

+

Achieves more output with less man hours
driving efficiencies within the organisation.
Massively reduces the time spent
responding to suppliers.

+

Ensures that exactly the same data,
including updates, is sent to all suppliers.

+

‘Action Required’ prompts ensure that
nothing is missed for equity of supplier
handling.

+

The system maintains confidentiality
for all participants.

Allows you to set up automated reminders to
suppliers at key tender stages to enhance and
fasten the pace of supplier responses.

+

Reduces manual input, reducing errors
and allowing staff to easily handle
multiple tenders.

+

Highlights dormant suppliers and reduces
the costs associated with communicating
with inactive suppliers.
Highly cost effective when compared
with typically large and unwieldy contract
management systems.

How it works
Control Plus acts like a radar sending data from the company
pulsing through your chosen field of suppliers. The system
then gives instant access to the responses which feed back,
for maximum control of the tender process.
Materials
Control Plus is a stand-alone system which requires no additional IT expenditure.
Supplier

Supplier

Quick to introduce with minimal user training required.
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Control Plus brings all the elements of your tender process together
for maximum efficiency and results.

Plumbing
Services

The permissions settings allow complete control over which functions
individual users can access.

Specialist
Flooring

Enables seamless transfer of tender details between Estimating and Buying
departments in the event of winning the tendered contract.
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What our users say:
Control Plus has helped us identify new suppliers
with better technology, capability and overall
competitiveness. Their service has allowed us
to speed up our purchasing process.

It has become essential to look at new
and innovative methods of operation to
save costs and increase profits. Control
Plus has allowed us to achieve this.

Paul Gribben
Operations Manager, Northern Hydraulics.

Phil McGee
Managing Director, Relic Pride.

With a turnover of circa £200million which is expected
to rise to £250million by 2014, the Buckingham group
needed a solution that would really streamline their
tendering & procurement exercises.

Since incorporating the Control Plus
into our bidding process we have saved
a considerable amount of man hours per tender
over using our traditional tender enquiry methods.

I can recommend Prologic and their
Control Plus solutions as a very
beneficial tool for any FM company.
They are an excellent partner and
have reacted very quickly to every
additional request we have made.
Wilton Farrelly
Division Director, H&J Martin Facilities Management

Dave Smith
Estimating Divison, Buckingham Group Contracting
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